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Abstract. The experimental measurement of K++ T+ VP is reviewed. New results
from experiment E787 at BNL are presented: with data from 1995–97 the branch-
ing ratio has been measured to be B(K+ -+ m+u~ ) = (1.5~~:~) x 10–lO. The future
prospects for additional data in this mode are examined.

INTRODUCTION

The unprecedented sensitivities of rare kaon decay experiments and the recent
observation of K+ -+ n+ z.@ have opened doors to the measurement of the unit arity
triangle completely within the kaon system. The decay K+ ~ Z+VD is one of the
‘~olden modes’ for measuring CKM parameters. Measurement of the branching
ratio B (K+ ~ m+vv ) provides a clean and unambiguous determination of the CKM
matrix element lVtdl, in particular of the quantity IAt[ - \VtJVtd/.

The theoretical uncertainty in X+ -+ K+VD is quite small (N7%) as the hadronic
matrix element is extracted from the K-+ nev, branching ratio B(K,3). The
K+ -+- m+v~ branching ratio has been calculated to next-to-leading-log approxima-
tion [1], with isospin violation corrections [2] and two-loop-electroweak effects [3].
T’he branching ratio can be expressed as [4]

B(K++7r+zm’) =
K+d213(Ke3) \- lxt~t + XC~C12

27r2sin419wiVu~[2~
(1)

= 8.88x 10-1’A4[(PC, – P)2 + (a@2]

= 3.6 x 10-4( [Re(At) – 1.4 x 10-4]2 + [Irn(A,)]2)

= (8.2+ 3.2) X 10-1’,

with the error determined by the present uncertain y of At. The current limit
011 B~—~~ mixing, combined with the measured frequency of Bd—~d mixing,
—
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implies a limit cm K+ ~ T+VD that has very small theoretical uncertainty [4]:
B(K+~T+VV ) <1.67 X 10-1O.

EXPERIMENT E787
.

The E787 experiment at BNL [5] was designed to search for K+ -+ m+vv and
collected data in 1989–91 [6] and then again in 1995–98 after an upgrade to the
detector and beamline [7].

The first observation of K+ ~ T+VD was reported in the analysis of the 1995
data set [8]. A new and improved analysis of the 1995-97 data set has reduced
the background levels by almost a factor of three. A plot of range vs. energy for
events passing all other K+ -+ n+ VD criteria is shown in Figure 1(a). One event
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FIGURE 1. (a) Range vs. Kinetic energy plot of,the final sample. The e~ents near E = 108 MeV

are Kmz background. The box indicates the accepted region for K++ m+vi7 events. (b) Event

display of the K+ -+ m+ui7 signal event.

is observed in the signal region (the same one as observed in the 1995 data: see
Ref. 8). A reconstruction of the event is shown in Figure l(b). The background is
measured to be 0.08 + 0.02 events. Based on this one event, the branching ratio is
B(K+ ~m+vv ) = (1.5~~:~) x 10-10 [9]. From this measurement, a limit of

0.002< lu~ \<0.04 (2)

is determined; in addition, the following limits on At s Vt~Vtd can be set:

/Irn(&)l< 1.22x 10-3 (3)

..’

I

I

–1.10 x 10-3< Ale(At) <1.39 x 10-3

1.07 x 10-4< IA,I < 1.39x 10-3.



T’hefinal sensitivity of the E787 experiment, based on data from 1995–98, should
reach a factor of two further to the SM expectation for K+ -+ n+v~ .

The 90% CL upper limit on K+ -+m+VP is B(K+ -+m+v~ ) < 5.8 x 10-10 and
a model-independent limit [10] on the neutral mode, K;+ n“v~ , can be derived

from this result:

B(lc; +m”vv ) <4.4 x B(K++7r+vD )
,,..

(4)

<2.6 X 10--9 (90% CL)

The decay ~+ -+ Z-}n”VD can also, in principle, provide a clean determina-
tion of CKM matrix parameters; however, due to the small SM branching ra-
tio, B(K+ -+ T+r”vv ) = (l–2) x 10–14, its usefulness is limited. E787 has recently
set the first limit on K+ -+m+r”VD [11], with B(K+ -+n+mov~ ) < 4.3 x 10–5.
Additional new results from E787 include a measurement of the direct emission
(DE) radiation in ~+-+m+no~ decay (K.,,) and the first observation of structure-
dependent radiation (SD) in K+ -+ p+vPy decays (KP2V). With eight times higher
statistical sensitivity than previous experiments and better kinematic constraints
E787 has measured a branching ratio for direct emission B(KT2Y :DE) that is four
times smaller than previous results [12], B(K=27:DE, 55 MeV < T’+ <90 MeV) =
(4.7 A 0.8 ~ 0.3) x 10-6 (’T+ is the kinetic energy of the m+). E787 has also mea-
sured the branching ratio for structure-dependent KP2V [13] to be B (KP27 : SD+)
= (1.33A 0.12+ 0.18) x 10-5. The vector and axial-vector form factors are
[Fv + FA[ = 0.165* 0.007+ 0.011 and -0.04< Fv - FA <0.24 at 90% CL.

FUTURE PROSPECTS

Significant progress in the determination of the fundamental CKM parameters
from the K-+ TVD system will be made in the generation of experiments that is
now starting: E949 and KOPIO at BNL, CKM and KAMI at FNAL and E391
a{ KEK. These measurements will unambiguously determine standard-model (SM)
CP violation parameters. Comparison with the B-system will then over-constrain
the triangle and test the SM explanation of CP violation. The two most important-
tests are expected to be:

. Comparison of the angle 2P from the ratio B (K++ T+VD )/B (K;+ T“VD )
and the C’P asymmetry in the decay l?: -+ ~K~ [10, 14].

. Comparison of the magnitude Ivtd I from ~+ + n+v~ and the ratio of the
mixing frequencies of l?, and ~d mesons [4].

Improvement in the charged mode K+ -+ n+vu will come in two steps: E949 and
CKM.

The E787 experiment has already demonstrated sufficient background rejection
for a very precise measurement of B(K+ + n+v~ ). A new experiment under con-
struction, E949, is expected to run in 2001–03. Taking advantage of the very large



AGS proton flux and the experience gained with the E787 detector, E949 with mod-
est upgrades should observe 0(10) SM events in a two year run. The background
is well-understood and is N1OYOof the SM signal.

A proposal for a further factor of 10 improvement has been initiated at FNAL.
The CKM experiment (E905) plans to collect 0(100) SM events, with 0(10) back-
ground events, in a two year run starting after 2005. This experiment will use a new
technique, with K+ decay-in-flight and independent momentum (Si and straw-tube
trackers) and velocity (kaon and pion RICH) spectrometers. CKM is situated in
a high flux 22 C~elJ/c RF-separated kaon beam, derived from the Main Injector at
FNAL.

Improvements in the sensitivities of IT+ -+ T+VD experiments over time is shown
in Figure 2. Published data are shown as solid points and future projections to
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FIGURE 2. Sensitivities of experiments searching for K++ n+vti . The sensitivities of exper-

iments setting limits are shown as red squares. The projected sensitivities are shown as open

circles. Background measurements for several of the recent E787 searches are shown as blue stars.

E949 and CKM are shown as open points.
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